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State-selective electron-capture calculations forp-Ar collisions
in an independent many-electron model
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We extend previous calculations of many-electron processes in ion-atom collisions to the case of state-
selective electron capture by protons from theK,L,M shells in argon at 1–200 keV/amu collision energies.
The results are based on a time-dependent density functional theory framework and the basis generator method
for the propagation of atomic orbitals. Impact-parameter-dependent probabilities are obtained from a statistical
analysis. The results for capture to the H(K,L,M ) shells are compared with experiments, and are found to
agree with them much better than previous calculations. This serves as an indication that both a proper account
of atomic structure and flexibility in the propagation of atomic orbitals are important.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-electron processes in medium-energy collisio
of ions with oxygen, neon, and argon targets have rece
been investigated in a quantum mechanical framew
@1–8#. This work is based on a time-dependent independ
particle model~IPM! built upon the stationary optimized po
tential method~OPM! of density functional theory. Initially a
frozen target potential was used, which is appropriate
high-energy collisions@1–4#. For intermediate energies, an
especially below 200 keV/amu, it was shown that target
sponse plays an important role when multiply charged p
jectile impact is considered@5–7#. For argon targets we
found that response effects are noticeable even for pro
impact @8#.

At intermediate collision energies electron capture a
ionization represent competing processes. A good calcula
of the atomic orbital evolution thus requires one to take i
account the electron continuum even if the focus is on e
tation or capture. In the basis generator method~BGM! one
accomplishes this task by starting with a substantial basi
exact target orbitals~e.g., the numerical eigenfunctions of th
optimized effective potential used in the OPM@9#! and by
assembling a hierarchy of states by repeatedly acting u
the eigenstates with powers of the projectile interaction
has been demonstrated that this system-specific basis w
changes with the internuclear separation is capable of re
senting adiabatic correlation diagrams. More importantly,
method correctly distributes the probability flux to captu
and to ionization channels over a very wide range of co
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sion energies from about 1 keV/amu to the highest ener
that can be treated nonrelativistically. The basis does
include the traveling projectile states explicitly. Therefo
the calculation of state-specific capture channels represe
challenge for this approach.

Experiments on shell-specific and state-specific captur
p-Ar collisions have been carried out over quite some tim
and while they are not all in perfect agreement, one can s
that from an experimental point of view the basic proces
such as total capture and capture to the H(n52) shell are
understood at the factor-of-2 level or better. The situation
different for capture to then53 shell of hydrogen, where
serious discrepancies remain, and no successful theore
analysis of the situation has been achieved to date.

A recent calculation by Amaya-Tapia and co-workers@10#
provided a first detailed comparison between theory and
periment for total capture, and for capture to H(2s), H(2p),
and H(3s) with moderate success for the latter. In the mod
calculation of Ref.@10# a two-center atomic orbital~TCAO!
expansion of an independent many-electron wave func
was constructed on the basis of a three-parameter phen
enological potential for argon fitted to experimentally det
mined average orbital energies. This work is expected to
come inaccurate at higher collision energies where ioniza
dominates over capture, but it is unclear what effect the
glect of continuum channels has on detailed capture c
sections.

The total single-electron capture cross section as a fu
tion of energy displays agreement in shape, but overe
mates the experimental cross sections at 8–200 keV colli
energies by about 50%. For capture to excited states,
calculated energy-dependent cross sections display sh
which at higher energies are comparable with the experim
tal ones. However, rather substantial overestimations
found for these levels when compared with experiment.

Truly worrisome is the complete failure of the TCAO ca
©2004 The American Physical Society08-1
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culation for H(n52) capture at energies of 15 keV and b
low. Given that the authors mention the importance of el
tron correlation effects as a possible reason for
discrepancy, it is important to investigate the collision s
tem using anab initio IPM framework with a basis that is
capable of describing the transition regime from adiabatic
faster collisions.

The main objective of this work is to provide an accura
calculation of capture to theK,L,M shells of hydrogen for
energies in the 1–200 keV range. The case ofM-shell cap-
ture is particularly interesting due to the uncertainties in
different experiments. The model is also tested on magn
sublevel populations in H(2p) capture, for which experi-
mental data are available.

With the results presented in this paper we demonst
that the experiments can largely be understood within
BGM-IPM. We do not repeat the details of the theoretic
model, but refer the reader to the previous references an
Ref. @8# in particular. The latter work shows how the BGM
IPM deals with the many-electron aspects of thep-Ar colli-
sion system.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Ref. @8# we showed our net electron capture cross s
tion, which corresponds to single-electron capture given
we ignore formation of the negative hydrogen ion. In Fig
these data are extended to lower energies. The dual fi
with the cross section shown both logarithmically and l
early allows us to display important trends at low and at h
energies. Particularly noteworthy is the appearance of a
tinct maximum at low energies, i.e., at 3 keV impact ener

FIG. 1. Total cross section for single-electron capture as a fu
tion of impact energy forp-Ar collisions. Theory: present calcula
tions with and without inclusion of the time-dependent targ
screening model~labeled as response and no response!, and the
two-center atomic orbital model of Ref.@10# ~dotted line!. Experi-
ments: (m) @11#; (d) @12#; (h) @13#; (3) @14#; (n) @15#; (*)
@16#.
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The six experimental data sets when combined give an i
cation of a rather broad maximum in this range, but not o
of them seems to have sufficient precision combined w
energy range to provide a firm answer on this question. T
work of Ref.@11# does indeed show a maximum at an ener
of 3 keV, but the absolute values are low when compared
the data of Rudd and co-workers@12#, which are considered
accurate.

Our calculations for impact energies above 20 keV app
to be in good agreement with the data of Ref.@12# provided
target response is included in the model for impact energ
below 100 keV. At energies below 20 keV our data are,
best, in marginal agreement with this experiment, i.e., th
overestimate the net capture cross section. The model ca
lation of Ref. @10# which does not include target respons
obtains a very similar cross section for 10–30 keV, but th
overestimates the data, reaching a factor-of-2 disagreem
at 150 keV. This disagreement is most likely caused by
lack of representation of continuum channels which are
competition with capture to the ground state.

We emphasize that our total capture cross section pea
3 keV impact energy for both models. This is interesti
insofar as the target response and no-response models i
porate changes in the Ar orbital energies during the collis
which are caused by the reduction in screening follow
electron removal. Such changes can have a dramatic e
on capture probabilities, since energy level matchings
tween target and projectile orbitals will be affected. Nev
theless, we observe a reduction in cross section due to
namical screening but no essential change in the shape o
cross section at lower energies. At high energies the res
from both screening models merge, which indicates the c
lision time scale at which changes in the Ar(M ) shell no
longer influence the transition probabilities.

The maximum at 3 keV corresponds to a proton imp
velocity of aboutvp'0.34 a.u. As shown below, the captu
is predominantly from the Ar(3pu1u) orbitals into the ground
state of hydrogen, which are energetically close. The ma
mum thus occurs at a velocity well below matching, and
cross section is rather large. If the capture was truly reson
a plateau in the cross section toward lower energies would
expected. One might therefore interpret the theoretical p
at 3 keV as the result of a near-resonant capture which e
tually decreases at truly adiabatic energies when the m
match in the energy levels and atomic potentials~as com-
pared to truly resonant charge exchange! becomes important
In the frozen target potential model the Ar(3p) orbitals are
kept at the OPM~exchange only! eigenenergy ofe3p5
20.59 a.u., while the target response model increases
binding energy when the shell is depopulated. This result
a lowering of the capture cross section. The dynamics for
orbital propagation itself, however, remain the same, and
characteristic shape of the cross section is unchanged.

On theoretical grounds the present time-dependent den
functional theory based calculation should allow one to c
culate an accurate global capture cross section. We fin
systematic overestimation of the experimental data by 1
40 % in the vicinity of the maximum and below dependin
on which experimental data set is used for comparison. T
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STATE-SELECTIVE ELECTRON-CAPTURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 69, 012708 ~2004!
discrepancy would be reduced if an improved dynamic
sponse model were implemented. For instance, dyna
screening of the projectile should reduce the amount of e
tron capture. However, we have not included such projec
response in the present calculation, because it would inv
the creation of an unrealistic projectile hydrogen atom w
fractional charge. Nevertheless, we can infer from a na
statistical evaluation of single- versus multiple-electr
transfer that the net electron capture cross section as c
lated here is overestimated~by perhaps up to 40%! due to the
presence of unphysically large multiple-electron trans
contributions.

In Fig. 2 results are presented for our model with tar
response and with frozen target potential for capture to
hydrogen atom ground state, and are compared to the TC
model calculation~no experiments are available for th
channel!. From a comparison with Fig. 1 it can be seen th
capture to the ground state dominates the total capture c
section in our calculations. Again, there is no significant d
ference between our two models for the shape of this c
section, but a substantive disagreement with the TCAO d
especially at low energies. At high energies the TCAO mo
apparently overestimates the H(1s) capture due to the lack
of appropriate continuum channels.

At energies below 40 keV one observes a reduced H(s)
capture cross section as compared to both of our mod
This is surprising, as the total capture cross section from
TCAO calculation is in accord with our data from the targ
response model in this energy range. This implies that
TCAO calculation assigns a major fraction of total capture

FIG. 2. Total cross section for single-electron capture to
hydrogenK shell as a function of impact energy forp-Ar collisions.
Theory: present calculations with and without inclusion of the tim
dependent target screening model~labeled as response and no r
sponse!, and the two-center atomic orbital model of Ref.@10# ~dot-
ted line!.
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the H(n52) channel at low energies, which is not support
by our calculations.

In order to shed some light on the discrepancy we c
only comment that in this energy regime a reasonable re
sentation of quasimolecular states becomes a requirem
The eigenenergies of the argon shells that contribute to
electron transfer process are not sufficiently different fro
the OPM eigenvalues which enter our frozen potential cal
lation. The close proximity of our calculations with and with
out target response for this channel suggests that the disc
ancies between the two calculations have something to
with the flexibility of the basis to represent the time evol
tion of the Ar(M ) orbitals in the presence of a slow nearb
proton.

In order to clarify the situation we investigated at lo
energies the contributions of the Ar(M ) subshells toward the
charge transfer process@the Ar(K) and Ar(L) shells are en-
ergetically separated and make only tiny contributio
which are, however, calculated in the present work#. In Figs.
3~a!–3~c!, the impact-parameter-dependent probabilities
shown for capture from Ar(3s), Ar(3p0), and Ar(3p1)
@which equals the corresponding probability fro
Ar(3p21)], respectively, for three low energies. The Ar(3s)
orbital is bound more deeply than the energetically degen
ate 3p orbitals. Obviously, the total charge transfer is dom
nated by capture from the orbital that extends furthest fr
the quantization axis, and that is bound most weakly. T
charge transfer from Ar(3p61) occurs even at large impac
parameters with a probability profile that does not chan
much with energy except for an increase with decreas
impact energy.

For capture from the Ar(3p0) level, we notice a less regu
lar behavior when the impact energy is varied, and a confi
ment to smaller impact parameters in the charge tran
probability as the collision energy is decreased to 5 keV. T
total capture probability is represented by the area under
respective curves and can be seen to decrease somewha
decreasing energy, in contrast with the results for the sub
els with nonzero magnetic quantum numbers. Finally,
capture from the Ar(3s) shell, we notice a marked decrea
in transfer probability with decreasing energy with min
variations in the behavior of the impact-parameter-weigh
probability.

In Fig. 4 we show our data for inclusive capture to t
H(n52) states, i.e., to the hydrogenL shell. Above 10 keV
they are in reasonable agreement with the experimental d
which were obtained by adding the experiments for capt

e

-

t

g

FIG. 3. Total probability for
neutral hydrogen formation via
electron capture from the Ar(3s),
Ar(3p0), and Ar(3p1) shells, re-
spectively, as a function of impac
parameter forp-Ar collisions. Cal-
culations with inclusion of the
time-dependent target screenin
model ~response!.
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KIRCHNER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 69, 012708 ~2004!
to H(2s) and H(2p). These theoretical data are not sensit
to Stark mixing and are therefore more reliable than the cr
sections for specific H(2s) or H(2p) capture, which are dis
cussed below.

For the 15–40 keV energy range, the agreement with
periment is perfect when target response is included.
lower energies the experimental data display a dip, whic
a result of a superposition of a small depression in the H(2p)
capture cross section, which dominatesL-shell capture, with
a sharp dip in the H(2s) capture channel. The present the
retical data do not follow this trend and overestimate
experiment by a factor of 2 at 7 keV. It would be of intere
to find out to what extent dynamic screening in the vicin
of the projectile would lead to improvements, and to a m
realistic shape in particular. The TCAO model calculatio
on the other hand, is too large by a factor of 2 at energ
above 30 keV, and continues to rise at lower energies
reach almost an order-of-magnitude discrepancy with exp
ment at 8 keV.

The situation admits the following interpretation. Th
present calculation with target response, which agrees
experiment for both the total capture and theL-shell capture,
assigns most of the total capture to theK shell. The TCAO
calculation obtains a reasonable total capture cross sec
but this may well be fortuitous given that it obtains a sign
cant part of the captured flux in theL shell. At energies
below 10 keV it assigns about one-third of the total capt
to H(n52), which is clearly not supported by the she
specific experimental data.

The comparison of our results with and without targ
response can be used as an indication that it is not the fro
potential aspect of the TCAO model which is responsible
the steep rise in theL-shell capture cross section at low e
ergies. On the other hand, it should be noted that the dif
ence between our static and dynamic screening mode
larger for this channel than for total capture. This implies t
transfer to the more weakly bound hydrogen shells, whic
energetically possible over a wider range of interatomic d
tances, is affected by the asymptotic behavior of the ato
potential.

FIG. 4. Total cross section for single-electron capture to
hydrogenL shell as a function of impact energy forp-Ar collisions.
Theory: present calculations with and without inclusion of the tim
dependent target screening model~labeled as response and no r
sponse!, and the two-center atomic orbital model of Ref.@10# ~dot-
ted line!. Experiment: dashed line obtained by fitting to th
experimental data summarized in Ref.@10#; (l) @17#.
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Other differences between the TCAO model and
present BGM-IPM calculations could be responsible for
discrepancy. To understand whether the evolution of ato
orbitals within a TCAO basis is deficient at low energies
would be of interest to know to what extent the TCAO mod
of Ref. @10# can obtain a reasonable correlation diagram, i
whether one can diagonalize the electronic two-cen
Hamiltonian to within a few percent within the chosen bas
At energies of 10 keV and below, this ability to represe
relevant molecular orbitals is deemed to be crucial in or
to obtain the correct electron transfer probabilities.

The mentioned orbital propagation problem is an obvio
point of concern at low collision energies, but one should
rule out the difference between the atomic models employ
It has been shown previously that atomic collision cross s
tions for many-electron targets can depend sensitively on
correct asymptotic behavior of the potential used in the IP
and that the region where the potential approaches the c
acteristic 21/r behavior is particularly important@1,2#.
While this is probably less of an issue for capture to t
H(n51) level which is bound relatively deeply, the captu
to H(n52) ~and higher levels! is more affected by regions
where the atomic target potential is weak. Some clarificat
could be provided by TCAO model data for impac
parameter-dependent probabilities~cf. our Fig. 3! with an
additional separation into H(n51) and H(n52) capture.

In Fig. 5 our results for H(n53) formation are compared
to available experimental data. The low-energy results
Hugheset al. @18,19# and the higher-energy data of Dawso
and Lloyd@20,21# are obtained by summing their respecti
H(3s), H(3p), and H(3d) capture cross sections. It shou
be noted that at low energies the data have rather large e
bars due to uncertainty in the H(3p) formation cross section
because of its small contribution toward Balmer-a emission.
At the low-energy end of the data taken at higher energy,
below 25 keV impact energy, the summedM-shell capture
data of Ref.@19# are most likely to fall short due to the fac
that the H(3p) formation data seem to collapse. This e
plains at least in part why these data points are so low w
compared to the overlapping data of Risleyet al. @17# ob-
tained with a different technique. When combining these

e

-

FIG. 5. Total cross section for single-electron capture to
hydrogenM shell as a function of impact energy forp-Ar collisions.
Theory: present calculations with and without inclusion of the tim
dependent target screening model~labeled as response and no r
sponse!. Experiments: (l) @17#; (n) calculated from Refs.
@18,19#; (s) calculated from Refs.@20,21#.
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sults it is not entirely clear whether one should expec
maximum or a plateau at low energies over the range sho

The theoretical data follow the experimental data at h
energies rather closely. It should be noted that the abso
normalization of the experiments is uncertain to about 30
In fact, the earlier H(3s) formation data which are used t
provide absolute normalizations for the other two chann
were reported about 15–20 % higher in the early work@18#.

Below about 50 keV we observe significant deviatio
between our calculations with and without target respon
and the better model stays within reasonable proximity w
the combined data sets—perhaps with an overestimation
about 30%. Our data show a broad maximum centered o
keV impact energy.

Some remarks are in order about the general shapes o
H(n52) and H(n53) capture cross sections as compared
the total capture and H(n51) capture cross sections, whic
peak at a projectile energy ofEP53 keV. The present result
display broad maxima for bothL- andM-shell capture with
center positions in the vicinity of 10–15 keV. The maximu
is more pronounced in theM-shell case. The magnitudes o
the L- and M-shell cross sections at 15 keV correspond
about 7% and 2% of the total capture, respectively. Th
observations indicate that captures to theL andM shells are
somewhat similar processes, but drastically different fr
the K-shell capture. This is not surprising given the proxim
ity of the H(1s) and Ar(3p) orbital energies on the on
hand, and the closeness of the H(n52) and H(n53) ener-
gies in relation to their separation from Ar(3p).

Concerning the capture to excited hydrogen states,
theL shell in particular there are discussions in the literat
that apply to the lower-energy molecular orbital regime@22#.
Based on total energy correlation diagrams involving
p-Ar and H-Ar1 channels, it can be argued that the capt
to the excited hydrogen levels follows a two-step process
which the electron is first transferred to theK shell and then
promoted to higher levels following curve crossings. T
present calculations support this picture in the sense tha
extremely large H(1s) population is predicted, and that th
single-electron adiabatic energy curves~which the BGM ap-
proach is able to calculate! also result in a realistic level o
hydrogen excited states, which the TCAO calculation is
able to reproduce.

In Fig. 6 we show a comparison of the cross sections
capture to the H(2s) and H(2p) states. Calculations with
and without target response are included. In order to t
into account the Stark effect@mixing of the H(2s) and
H(2p0) states# the two-center Hamiltonian was diagonalize
within the BGM basis. The quasimolecular states leading
the separated Stark eigenstates were identified from the a
batic correlation diagram. A projection of the time-evolv
BGM wave function onto these states~which were boosted
to the projectile frame by an atomic translation factor! was
then carried out.

The results for the H(2s) population show that target re
sponse effects are significant at energies below 10 keV
this channel. At energies above 10 keV the data are in ra
good agreement with the more recent data of Ref.@22#, i.e.,
lower than a number of previous experiments by a facto
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2. Below 10 keV impact energy the data with target respo
follow the experimentally observed reduction in cross s
tion, while the frozen target potential calculation does n
We note that the correlated configuration-interaction mole
lar orbital expansion calculations of Ref.@22# do not show a
minimum, but are rather close in height to our data.

For the capture to the H(2p) state we observe substanti
differences between our models with and without target
sponse at energies below 40 keV. Our data even with ta
response are too high by a factor of 2 when compared w
experiment for low to intermediate energies, but are mos
correct in shape. At low energies they also overestimate
correlated molecular-orbital calculations of Ref.@22#. The
calculated H(2p) formation cross section peaks at an ener
of 10 keV where it is dominated by the equal H(2p1) and
H(2p21) channels, while H(2p0) formation is comparable
to H(2s) formation. However, at the highest energies sho
the H(2p) formation cross section is dominated by th
H(2p0) channel.

Given that the inclusion of simple target response has
to a reduction of the H(2p61) capture cross section by
factor of 3 in the vicinity of 10 keV impact energy, we expe
that a more sophisticated dynamical screening model wi
two-center geometry has potential for a further reduction
the H(2p) transfer channels. It is interesting to observe th
the strong sensitivity of the H(2p61) capture channel to
screening effects is in contrast with H(1s) capture, which
changes only at the 20% level in this energy range. O
might argue that at these low to intermediate energies cap
to H(1s) happens to a large extent before the closest
proach, and the promotion of the captured electron ta

FIG. 6. Total cross section for single-electron capture to~a! the
H(2s) and ~b! the H(2p) states as a function of impact energy f
p-Ar collisions. Theory: present calculations with and without i
clusion of the time-dependent target screening model~labeled as
response and no response! using projection onto traveling Star
states; two-center atomic orbital model of Ref.@10# ~dotted line!;
molecular orbital~MO! calculation of Ref.@22# ~dashed line!. Ex-
periments: (l) @17#; (s) @22#; (n) @23#; (h) @24#; (m) @25#.
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KIRCHNER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 69, 012708 ~2004!
place shortly after closest approach such that the transfe
the H(2p61) states is strong. It is this second step of t
excited-state capture mechanism which is changed sig
cantly by the dynamical screening potential.

When comparing our results for state-selectiveH(L) cap-
ture with the TCAO data, we notice that at energies above
keV the H(2p) capture data of Ref.@10# agree rather closely
with our data with target response. The H(2s) capture data
show a very similar energy dependence above 40 keV,
are higher by a factor of 4.

In order to investigate the details of H(2p) capture we
compare in Fig. 7 the alignment parameterA20, which is
calculated according to

A205
s2p1

2s2p0

2s2p1
1s2p0

, ~1!

with a possible range from2100% to 50%. From the avail
able more recent experiments, it can be observed that ge
ally speaking the alignment is small, with some oscillato
behavior around the line that corresponds tos2p1

's2p0
. Be-

tween 2 and 20 keV our data with response are consis
with this trend, but share with the correlated many-elect
MO calculations of Ref.@22# the tendency to miss some o
the precise details. Nevertheless, these details and the be
ior below 1 keV are usually discussed within the molecu
curve-crossing models@22#, and are common to severa
proton–rare-gas atom systems. Our calculations without
sponse overestimate the alignment parameter at interme
energies, i.e., dynamic target response is required in orde
suppress H(2pu1u) formation.

At high energies our data are in marked disagreem
with experiment. We find that H(2s) and H(2p0) formation
dominates the theoretical H(L)-shell capture cross sectio
above 50 keV impact energy. The total capture cross sec
is dominated by H(K)-shell capture at high~as well as low
and intermediate! energies. One possible mechanism for t
strong favoring of the H(2p0) capture channel at high ene
gies could again be a two-step process: it is plausible

FIG. 7. Alignment parameterA20 for single-electron capture to
the H(2p) substates as a function of impact energy forp-Ar colli-
sions. Theory: present calculations with and without inclusion
the time-dependent target screening model~labeled as response an
no response!; MO calculation of Ref.@22# ~dashed line!. Experi-
ments: (d) @26#; (s) @27#.
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electrons captured to the H(1s) state are field excited by th
receding Ar1 ion during the second half of the collision. Th
excitation mechanism would strongly favor the state pol
ized along the internuclear axis.

It is worth noting that the entire Ar(M ) shell contributes
significantly to the transfer processes at higher energ
Charge transfer happens at small impact parameters in
regime, i.e., a spherically symmetric charge cloud is t
versed by the projectile proton. Therefore, the authors of R
@22# also provide intuitive arguments for why the polariz
tion parameter should be negative in this regime. A new m
surement of theA20 parameter in the 20–200 keV energ
range would be most welcome, because the current m
calculation is considered to be most reliable in this collisi
regime.

In Fig. 8 we present cross sections for capture to suble
of the M shell of hydrogen. The determination of these da
is quite involved experimentally as well as theoretical
While capture to the 3p level of hydrogen can be analyze
directly by Ly(b) emission, the separation of the emissi
signals from the 3s and 3d decay is difficult:both states
decay via Balmer(a) emission to H(2p) and can be distin-
guished only by their lifetimes@17#. For this reason we
present only capture cross sections for the combined cha
H(3s13d).

Theoretically the situation is complicated by linear Sta
mixing of the corresponding degenerateM-shell states of the
outgoing hydrogen atom in the residual Coulomb potentia
the partially ionized Ar ion. The six traveling Stark stat
representing the hydrogenic channels at finite separation
given by @17,28,29#

f

FIG. 8. Total cross section for single-electron capture to~a! the
H(3s13d) and~b! the H(3p) states as a function of impact energ
for p-Ar collisions. Theory: present calculations with and witho
inclusion of the time-dependent target screening model~labeled as
response and no response! using projection onto correspondin
traveling Stark states~see text!. Experiments: (l) @17#; (n)
@18,19#; (h) @20,21#.
8-6
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STATE-SELECTIVE ELECTRON-CAPTURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 69, 012708 ~2004!
S u1&

u2&

u3&
D 5S c~3,0,2,0!

c~3,1,1,0!

c~3,2,0,0!
D 5S 21/A3 21/A2 21/A6

21/A3 0 A2/3

21/A3 1/A2 21/A6
D

3S f3s

f3p0

f3d0

D ,

S u4&

u5&
D 5S c~3,0,1,61!

c~3,1,0,61!
D 5S 21/A2 21/A2

21/A2 1A2
D S f3p61

f3d61

D ,

u6&5c~3,0,0,62!52f3d62
. ~2!

Cross sections for capture toH(3p) are then obtained by
summing the population of the Stark statesu2& and u4&,
while the other Stark states contribute to H(3s13d).

Although capture to theM shell of hydrogen is smaller by
a factor of 100 compared to electron transfer to the gro
state, the agreement between experiment and theory is
remarkable. This gives us some confidence in the validity
the approaches used in the present work.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work we have demonstrated that sh
specific single-electron capture experiments forp-Ar colli-
sions in the 1–200 keV energy range can largely be un
stood in an IPM framework, and that the BGM approach
orbital propagation is capable of providing the required
tails in Hilbert space in order to calculate reasonable to
cross sections.

We offer the following comments as to why the mod
calculation of Ref.@10# fails for H(n.1) capture, particu-
d

-

r,

01270
d
ite
f

ll-

r-
o
-
l

l

larly below 20 keV, and why its agreement with the tot
capture cross section must be considered fortuitous at
energy. Our main concern is that the TCAO basis is sim
inadequate at low energies. Secondary concerns are with
phenomenological potential model at intermediater values.
This distance range~before the21/r asymptotic behavior
sets in! plays an important role at low energies because
impact-parameter-dependent probabilities for capture fr
the Ar(3p61) orbitals extend over a large range.

Furthermore, we have shown that state-selective cap
within the H(n52) shell can be calculated within a facto
of-2 accuracy at impact energies above 5 keV. It remains
be seen whether the inclusion of dynamic screening effe
beyond the spherical target model—as employed in
present work—are responsible for the remaining discrep
cies. Such nonspherical mean field contributions have
cently been incorporated within the BGM approach in a c
culation of antiprotons colliding with helium atoms@30#. If
this theoretical avenue is exhausted and agreement with
periment is not found, electron correlation effects may
deed play a role for these one-electron transfer cross sec
as suggested in Ref.@10#.

An improved IPM calculation similar to@30# is desirable
at low energies in order to shed light on the problem of
net capture cross section. A more satisfactory treatm
would involve a true two-center screening model, but it
clear that conceptual difficulties are unavoidable in t
mean-field approach. Future work will address these issu
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